A virtual research aircraft was flown through a synthetic atmospheric boundary layer to help design a real flight plan that would allow robust turbulence statistics to be obtained in a heterogeneous, evolving, convective boundary layer. The synthetic boundary layer data consisted of a field of coherent, large-diameter, thermal updraft/downdraft structures, superimposed in random smaller-scale turbulence having a Gaussian distribution. These large and small eddy perturbations, with scales set from published empirical relationships, were superimposed on the expected mean profiles of wind and potential temperature. The goal was to determine whether sufficiently robust line-averaged statistics could be gathered to study a new similarity theory for the radix layer, the bottom fifth of the convective boundary layer, where mean profiles are not uniform with height.
Introduction
Some meteorological instrument systems are so expensive, or their deployment so complex, that it is wise to first test the feasibility of the experimental plan using virtual instruments or synthetic data. This allows problems to be detected and remedied at relatively low cost, before the physical instrument is constructed, launched, or deployed. Also, alternative experimental procedures can be tested and compared to find the optimum procedure.
Synthetic experiments have been used in the past to test new instruments for weather satellites (Atlas et al. 1985; Bell 1987; Hedin 1991; Green 1983; Liou and Ou 1979; Meneghini et al. 1986 ). The monetary cost and scientific loss of launching an inadequate satellite instrument is so prohibitive that it makes sense to try to simulate instrument performance as much as possible before construction and launch.
The synthetic data approach is a powerful tool that can also be applied to other types of instrument systems and meteorological field experiments, including those in the boundary layer (BL). For example, we needed in situ observations of wind and temperature profiles having very high vertical and temporal resolution, made in a region of the BL where one must average over a large number of coherent thermal structures to get robust statistics. Given the trade-offs of various instruments that were available for the variety of sites needed, it was concluded that airborne measurements would be the most feasible.
However, with a finite aircraft speed of order 100 m s Ϫ1 and the need for long flight legs of order 70 km to get robust turbulence statistics, there was concern whether nonstationarity and horizontal heterogeneity in the BL would create mutually exclusive requirements for the flight. Namely, if a horizontal flight leg were long enough to average over sufficient thermals rising from a heterogeneous surface, then would the duration be so long that the BL would change during the flight?
For this reason, we realized that it would be wise to first test alternative flight patterns using synthetic data. We created a synthetic dataset having the same statistical characteristics as a field of large coherent thermal structures superimposed on quasi-random smaller-scale turbulence, all embedded within a BL having typical mean wind and temperature profiles. Then we ''flew'' a hypothetical aircraft through this synthetic BL, where the aircraft speed and data sampling rate mimicked those VOLUME 
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of the real aircraft. We analyzed the resulting time series of synthetic data as if it were real data, using our existing aircraft data analysis package to find the best fit mean wind and temperature profiles, and corresponding variances and covariances.
We found that the traditional flight pattern of horizontal flight legs stacked at different altitudes was inadequate for our needs because of BL nonstationarity and heterogeneity. We then tested a variety of alternative flight patterns using the synthetic data, finally settling on a vertical zigzag pattern that gave reasonably robust turbulence statistics. Our numerical simulations came to fruition when we later adopted this as one of our flight patterns for the real field experiment flown using the University of Wyoming (UW) King Air aircraft over Kansas and Oklahoma in summer 1996 .
The purpose of this paper is to describe how synthetic data can be used to good advantage in planning boundary layer field campaigns, using our particular application as an example. We review in section 2 the BL theory that motivated this work and that set the requirements (section 3) for the synthetic flights. Section 4 describes the procedures we used to construct the synthetic data field, while section 5 describes how we collected the synthetic time series by flying a virtual aircraft for a variety of case studies. Analysis of the resulting time series to yield wind and temperature profiles and statistics is described in section 6, and comparisons with actual flight data are discussed in section 7.
Radix layer review
During convective conditions with statically unstable air, one can identify subdomains of the convective mixed layer (ML) having different similarity scalings. Using wind speed as an example, winds are zero near the ground and smoothly increase until finally becoming tangent to the vertically uniform winds in the mid-ML (Santoso and Stull 1998) . In this middle layer, called the uniform layer (UL), wind speed and direction are nearly uniform, but subgeostrophic, with height. Above that is the entrainment zone, a transition layer between the subgeostrophic UL below and the nearly geostrophic free atmosphere above. At the bottom of the ML is the surface layer (SL), the nearly constant flux region where Monin-Obukhov (MO) similarity theory applies. In this layer, the wind profile is nearly logarithmic, caused by mechanically generated turbulence within the wall shear flow (Stull 1996) .
There is a region or gap between the top of the SL and the bottom of the UL where some researchers feel that SL similarity theories fail. To better explain this portion of the ML, Santoso and Stull (1998) analyzed data from the 1973 Minnesota field experiment (Izumi and Caughey 1979) and were able to define a radix layer (RxL) as the region between the surface and the bottom of the UL that obeys a similarity different than MO. The classic SL is a subdomain within the bottom of the RxL. The Latin word ''radix,'' meaning ''origin'' or ''root,'' was used to name this layer because it is the root of convective thermals. Within the RxL the wind and temperature profiles are influenced by both SL and ML scales. Typical depths of the RxL are on the order of hundreds of meters for wind profiles and tens of meters for temperature profiles. Not all researchers are yet convinced of the need for a radix layer similarity theory, nor of the suitability of the radix layer to succeed as a framework for such a new similarity theory. One of the motivations for a field experiment was to further explore these issues.
Based on these Minnesota data, the following empirical relations (Santoso 1993; Santoso and Stull 1998) were found to describe the vertical profiles of mean wind speed M and potential temperature within and above the radix layer:
where M UL and UL are mean wind speed and potential temperature in the uniform layer; 0 is mean potential temperature at the height of the roughness length for temperature; z rm and z rt are the depths of the RxL for wind and temperature; z is height above the surface; overbars represent a horizontal-average ergodic approximation to the ensemble average; and A 1 and A 2 are empirical constants of 0.096 and 0.101 respectively.
Need for special data
Field experiment data for the RxL are very limited. As was shown by Santoso and Stull (1998) , it is impossible to use SL tower data at low altitudes with rawinsonde data aloft, because there is usually an artificial gap between the two profiles at altitudes where accurate RxL data are needed most. The first system gives good time averages while the second system gives snapshots with large sampling error. This experimental artifact of a discontinuity between the two segments of wind or temperature profiles would give large errors if used to analyze the RxL. A new field experiment with consistent time or space averages at all heights was needed to get better understanding of this region.
Other sensing platforms such as wind profilers or radio acoustic sounding systems were inadequate for this research because of the low-altitude data void associated with receiver-transmitter ringing feedback and other instrument characteristics. One possible source of data would be very tall (200-300 m) instrumented towers, although their measurements would be for a small-footprint quasi-homogeneous plot of land, rather than the average over typical heterogeneous landscapes that we desired. Also, we wanted to investigate whether the RxL profiles depended on surface roughness length, which meant that we needed to make similar measurements over different landscapes.
Based on these factors, we concluded that an instrumented aircraft would be most likely to give us the needed data. As stated in section 1, conventional horizontal flight legs were found to be inadequate. For this reason we proposed using a rarely used pattern, namely, a vertical zigzag. Lenschow et al. (1988a,b) had used it in the nocturnal BL, but to our knowledge it had not been used during daytime convective conditions when there are 1-2-km diameter coherent thermal structures and a full spectrum of turbulence. It was unknown whether such a vertical zigzag would be able to collect sufficiently high vertical resolution profile data of winds and potential temperature with sufficiently robust statistics needed to test the radix profile equations. This was the motivation for the synthetic sampling study reported here.
Synthetic data-generation procedures
To generate the synthetic turbulence data, we superimpose the effects of three components: 1) background profiles of mean variables, 2) perturbations associated with coherent thermal updrafts and downdrafts, and 3) perturbations from random Gaussian fluctuations representing medium-and small-scale turbulence. For the first component (mean profiles) we used the RxL similarity equations (1) and (2) described in section 2.
For the second component (coherent structures), published empirical formulations of Stull (1990) and Young (1988b) were used for horizontal wind speed and MЈ u potential temperature perturbations within thermal Ј u updrafts:
where z i is ML depth, u * is friction velocity, w * is Deardorff velocity [(g/T )z i wЈ ] 1/3 , g is gravitational Ј s acceleration, T is average absolute virtual temperature, wЈ is the surface eddy covariance value of kinematic Ј s vertical virtual potential temperature flux (a measure of buoyancy flux), and subscript u denotes updraft. During free convection, thermal updrafts usually contain slower horizontal wind and warmer potential temperature than the surrounding air.
In the downdraft environment, wind and potential MЈ d temperature perturbations are set to counterbalance Ј d the updrafts, in order to conserve mass, heat, and momentum:
where f u and f d are fractional cross sections of updraft and downdraft areas, and subscript d denotes downdraft. The minus sign indicates the opposite direction. As reported by Khalsa (1982, 1987) , Greenhut (1985, 1987) , Godowitch (1986), and Young (1988a,b) , we also assumed for some of our case studies that there can be background air that is neither in coherent updrafts or downdrafts. The velocity and potential temperature excesses of this background air are zero. For the quasi-random third component, we used a random number generator to pick wind and potential temperature perturbations from a Gaussian distribution having standard deviations based on the published empirical results of Panofsky et al. (1977) , Caughey and Palmer (1979) , and Sorbjan (1986) . These standard deviations are
where M and are wind and potential temperature standard deviations, L is Obukhov length, and wЈ is Ј s turbulent kinematic heat flux near the surface.
Combining these three components gives the total synthetic wind and temperature for thermal updrafts:
b and environmental downdrafts:
where G is a dimensionless random number with Gaussian distribution of unit standard deviation (Press et al. 1992 ).
All of the equations (9)- (11) are functions of height. There is no need, however, to use these equations to create a full 2D or 3D field of turbulent ML quantities through which we fly the virtual aircraft. The reason is that we need the synthetic data at only those locations where the virtual aircraft will fly. Thus, our approach is to first define the track of the virtual aircraft through 2D or 3D space, and then solve (9)-(11) ''on the fly'' at the virtual aircraft locations, to create a synthetic time series of sampled data as would be measured at the aircraft. This process is described in more detail in sections 5 and 6, and is efficient in computational time and memory requirements.
When flying a virtual aircraft through this synthetic data, it is assumed that a sequences of data points will be in an updraft, the next sequence will be in background air if any exists, and the next sequence will be in downdraft air. The duration of each sequence is set to correspond to typical updraft and downdraft diameters, which are reported in the literature to be proportional to the ML depth. A full flight track would include many such sequences. Based on conditional sampling of aircraft data, Khalsa (1982, 1987) , Greenhut (1985, 1987) , Godowitch (1986) , and Young (1988a,b) suggest that well-defined thermal updrafts cover 15%-43% of horizontal area, while welldefined downdrafts cover about 20%-55%. The remaining percentage is categorized as background air. The next section describes how time series of synthetic data are created by flying virtual aircraft through the boundary layer just defined.
Synthetic data case study definition
To synthesize data using the previous equations, we must specify information such as convective BL depth z i , RxL depths z rm and z rt , turbulent kinematic heat flux at the surface wЈ , friction velocity u * , Deardorff ve-Ј s locity w * , average wind speed and potential temperature in the uniform layer M UL and UL , potential temperature at (near) the surface 0 , and Obukhov length L. The vertical zigzag flight pattern is designed to span the SL, the RxL, and the bottom of UL. For typical ML depths of about 1 km, we thus want to generate vertical profiles of mean wind and potential temperature between altitudes of about 10 and 600 m above ground level (AGL). One of the goals of our synthetic experiments is to test a variety of zigzag options, such as the number of ascent/ descent pairs (A/D).
In this study we consider two cases of horizontal distribution of thermals: one where thermals are evenly distributed, and the other for random distributions. In the real atmosphere, thermals have been observed to have quasiperiodic spacing, such as across horizontal roll vortices. Our simulations with both regularly spaced and random locations are designed to give us information that brackets the characteristics of the real atmosphere, thereby allowing us to determine optimum flight distances for worse-case thermal spacings.
In the evenly distributed case, thermals are assumed to have uniform cross-section diameter of order z i , and any two neighboring thermals are separated by downdrafts (and in some experiments by both downdrafts and background air) that are also evenly distributed. For example, for a case where the thermals cover one-third of the flight path and downdrafts cover two-thirds of the flight path, this means that the synthetic aircraft will pass through a sequence of pairs of 1-km cross-section thermal updraft and 2-km downdraft. For these evenly spaced cases, the virtual flights are designed to pass through the middle of all the thermals.
For the randomly distributed cases, thermal positions and diameters are chosen randomly. The diameter is distributed normally about a mean value of z i , with the Gaussian tails cut off at 0.1z i and 1.9z i . The two nearest thermals are separated by downdrafts that are set to be no less than 1.1 times the average of their diameters. Although as reported here we used a Gaussian distribution of thermal characteristics for our synthetic work prior to the actual field experiment in 1996, we realize now that a lognormal distribution might have been more appropriate. Lognormal distributions are also easy to create in synthetic data, and we recommend that other researchers consider using such distributions if they create their own synthetic datasets for the mixed layer.
For simplicity in this study we will assume that the surface is flat, and the virtual flights are always crosswind. We use a horizontal aircraft speed component of 100 m s Ϫ1 regardless of ascent or descent, a vertical speed of 5 m s Ϫ1 during the A/D, and a data sampling rate of 50 Hz, which are typical for the UW King Air aircraft that was to be used later in real life. It is also assumed that the lowest safe altitude is 10 m, while the highest altitude is dependent on the horizontal distance covered by each A/D pair, using an aircraft vertical velocity that is constant for all virtual flights.
To capture some of the variability of the real atmosphere, we ran simulated flights for various combinations of meteorology and thermal distributions. The meteorological options are identified below as ''sets,'' and the thermal distributions as ''cases.'' Results will be identified by their set and case indices.
a. Evenly distributed thermal cases
For each of the BL meteorology sets listed in Table  1 , we collect synthetic flight data for the evenly distributed thermal cases of Table 2 . Included are trials where the convective BL consists of thermal updrafts and downdrafts only, and other trials with updrafts and downdrafts embedded within background environment air. For some cases the thermal updrafts occupy onethird, one-quarter, or one-fifth of the flight paths, and the rest is occupied by downdrafts. For the other cases, thermals fill one-third, one-quarter, or one-fifth of flight paths, downdrafts occupy one-half, and the rest is background air.
Based on the thermal/downdraft geometry, one can calculate the minimum-required horizontal flight distance per A/D, total number of A/Ds per horizontal track, and total flight path distance needed to get at least two samples in thermals at any point in the vertical domain. For example, in case 1 where one-third of the flight path is covered by thermals and the remainder covered by downdraft, one would need a total horizontal flight distance of 60 km consisting of three A/Ds of 20-km horizontal distance each in order to get two or more data samples in each 2-m vertical increment. Vertical distance is simply calculated using ratio of vertical to horizontal speeds of the aircraft, multiplied by horizontal distance. Therefore, for case 1 the vertical distance is 500 m above the lowest height (10 m), giving a maximum altitude of 510 m AGL at the top of the A/D pattern.
For those cases that include ambient background air in addition to thermal updrafts and downdrafts, although the downdraft and background air vary, they neither influence the total flight distance nor the total A/D patterns individually, because total flight distance is determined by relative comparison of the percentage of the thermals and of the percentage of the remainder. For example, in case 2, the total fight distance needed also happens to be 60 km, which consists of three up-down patterns of 20-km horizontal distance each, with a maximum altitude of 510 m AGL. Total horizontal distances listed in Table 2 are only minimum distances required for uniformly distributed thermals. For variable diameters, one would need longer total horizontal flight distances than those listed in Table 2 .
Simulating the six flight path/thermal cases of Table  2 for each of the two sets of BL meteorology of Table  1 yields 12 trials that were performed. Figures 1-3 show only a subset of these, to save space. The outcome regarding optimal experimental design is discussed in a later section.
b. Randomly distributed thermals
To more faithfully represent the range of meteorological conditions expected over Kansas-Oklahoma where the real Boundary Layer Experiment 1996 (BLX96) field program was to take place, three additional sets of synthetic meteorological data were created, listed in Table 3 .
The creating of randomly distributed synthetic thermals is a bit more complicated than for the even distribution. Here, we consider a 100 km ϫ 100 km horizontal domain, within which thermal diameters and positions are distributed randomly. The distance between the centers of any two neighboring thermals is set to be greater than 1.1 of the average of their diameters. In creating randomly distributed thermals we assume that, on average, the thermals cover one-third of the area. Within the 100 km ϫ 100 km domain, we randomly pick five points as starting locations for five flight tracks. Thus, for any one realization (i.e., flight track) it is possible that the line-averaged thermal coverage will be less or greater than the one-third overall area average, as shown in Table 4 . Table 4 also lists the coordinates of the starting points of each virtual flight track.
Because the distribution is random, we realized that flight distances needed to be longer than for the evenly distributed cases, in order to get robust statistics. Our choice of synthetic flight distance is 72 km (20% longer than for the evenly distributed thermals), consisting of three A/D patterns of 24 km each. Horizontal and vertical speeds of the aircraft are the same as those for evenly distributed cases, as is the lowest altitude the aircraft could reach. Again, of the 15 trial simulations that were performed, only a few are plotted here (Figs.  4-6 ) for illustration.
Mean wind and potential temperature vertical profiles
An example of the time series of synthetic data is plotted in Fig. 7 . Such synthetic data are used here as input to our data analysis packages as if it were from a real aircraft, both to test the adequacy of our analysis algorithms and to confirm whether the number of A/D pairs is optimal for the BLX96 field program.
First, the data are sorted by altitude into nonoverlapping bins of 2-m vertical depth. Because several slant A/D legs were flown, each bin will contain data points from different horizontal locations along the flight path. The average of each bin is assigned to a height at the bin center.
The resulting bin averages plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 (only some are shown here to save space) still have scatter associated with sampling error. The reason is that, by chance, some bins might have sampled more updrafts than downdrafts, while other bins might have sampled different portions of the two or three idealized air types (up, down, background).
Next, as if this were real data, nonlinear regression is used to fit (1) and (2) to the profile data. These bestfit curves are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9, as solid lines (again only some are shown here). The input mean profiles that were used to generate the synthetic data are not plotted here because they virtually coincide with the best fit results. Tables 5 and 6 compare the RxL parameters that were input to those found from analyzing the synthetic data. If our synthetic data were sufficiently realistic, then the difference between the analyzed and input parameters is a measure of the expected difference between aircraft-measured and true atmospheric parameters. Namely, it is one measure of expected experimental error, which includes the effects of sampling error by the aircraft and analysis error by our analysis algorithms. In a real field experiment the number of slant A/D legs is constrained by nonstationarity of the BL, and mesoscale heterogeneity, as previously discussed.
Based on these competing factors, and utilizing what we learned from the synthetic data, our proposed design for the flight pattern of the real aircraft was to have three A/D pairs while flying in one direction over a 72-km horizontal ground track. As will be mentioned later, we had to modify this flight design during the real field experiment because of limitations of the instruments and data system on the King Air aircraft. A comparison with the actual flight results is given in the next section.
For the evenly distributed cases (see examples in Fig.  8 ), the synthetic wind data were more scattered than was temperature. Nevertheless, the synthetic data of mean wind and potential temperature were distributed around the input mean profiles (not plotted in Fig. 8) Fig. 1 , but for trial B02. Light gray indicates background (BG) data points that are in neither up-nor downdrafts. In the top figure the very light gray (or white in some printings) portions of the vertical zigzag indicate background (BG) data points that are neither updrafts nor downdrafts. The data collected along these portions of the flights are printed in medium gray in the bottom center two figures labeled BG. and represented them very well. It can be seen in Table  5 that z rm , z rt , M UL , UL , and 0 found from the best fit are close to their input values. For the evenly distributed cases, the sampled data captured the thermals and downdrafts (and background air) very well for the whole vertical and horizontal domain. The thermals were counterbalanced precisely by the downdrafts (and background air). Theoretically the conservation of mass, heat, and momentum was satisfied not only in the whole vertical and horizontal domains, but also in almost every vertical bin.
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For the randomly distributed cases (see examples in Fig. 9 ), the mean wind and temperature data were more scattered. The data were still distributed around the input mean profiles (not plotted in Fig. 9 ) quite well, but not as well as for the evenly distributed cases. This could be explained as follows. Though in the whole vertical and horizontal domain, the conservation of mass, heat, and momentum was satisfied, such conservation was not always true in every bin. For randomly distributed thermals, it is likely that in most bins the sampled data representing thermals and downdrafts were not counterbalanced. Those were shown in Fig. 9 for both wind and potential temperature, where the vertical plots were quite wiggly. This amount of scatter was anticipated to be more representative of the real BL.
Comparison with actual flight data a. Field site characteristics
During 15 July-13 August 1996 the University of British Columbia conducted Boundary Layer Experiment 1996 over Oklahoma and Kansas (Stull et al. Fig. 1 , but for trial B03. The total number of synthetic data points is 44 000. 1997). The topography gently sloped up toward the west-northwest, with a mean gradient of 1/900. Land use was heterogeneous, and the land varied from mostly flat to some very small, rolling hills. Mean winds were generally from the south, so we flew crosswind flight tracks that were oriented roughly east-west. These King Air aircraft tracks were flown over three different sites having different land use and roughness. These sites were named after nearby villages: Lamont, Winfield, and Meeker. The Lamont track, in Oklahoma, was primarily over crop land. Terrain under the track was quite flat but gently rising to the west, with elevations ranging from 320 to 425 m. Land use consisted of 60%-80% wheat fields, 40%-20% pasture, and a small number of trees less than 10 m tall. About 40% of the cultivated fields were recently plowed at the time of the experiment, leaving the reddish-brown soil bare under portions of the track. The average aerodynamic roughness based on averaged direct calculations and the table classifications (Smedman-Högström and Högström 1978; Stull 1988; Wieringa 1980 Wieringa , 1986 was z 0 ϭ 0.1 m.
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Set index
The Winfield track, in Kansas, was over predominantly pasture land, but with a small quarry near the middle of the track. Small hills near the center of the track ranged from 70 to 100 m above local ground level. Terrain was rising to the west, with elevations ranging from 250 to 400 m. Land use consisted of 30%-60% pasture, 50%-10% forested areas mostly at the west side of the track, with trees less than 10 m tall, and the rest was cultivated. The average aerodynamic roughness was z 0 ϭ 0.9 m.
The Meeker track, in Oklahoma, had greater forest coverage. It had more small rolling hills ranging from 40 to 60 m above local ground level. Terrain was rising to the west, with elevations from 250 to 280 m. Land use consisted of 40%-50% pasture, 60%-40% wooded areas with trees less than 10 m tall, and 10%-30% cropland primarily near the west end of the track. A 5 km 2 lake was just beyond the east end of the track. The average aerodynamic roughness was z 0 ϭ 1.4 m.
b. Flight patterns
To investigate the RxL, the vertical zigzag pattern as designed in the previous section was originally to be flown crosswind over each ground track to get vertical profiles of mean wind and potential temperature between altitudes of about 10 and 700 m AGL. Based on last-minute recommendations of the UW King Air project manager (G. Gordon 1996, personal communication), aircraft vertical velocity during climbs and descents was reduced by roughly half to 2.54 m s Ϫ1 in order to improve the accuracy of the turbulence measurements. To accommodate this, only one and a half A/D legs could be flown in one direction along the 72-km horizontal track. In order to get sufficient sampling, we decided to immediately reverse course and fly the remaining one and a half A/D legs. This yielded the three total A/Ds that we had determined were necessary using the synthetic data and remained within the same horizontal domain of 72 km; however, the sacrifice came in total time duration, which was now roughly doubled to complete the flight pattern. This compromise flight Fig. 4 , but for trial D18. Fig. 1 , but for the randomly distributed thermals of trial C10. The total number of synthetic data points is 36 000.
FIG. 4. Same as
pattern could be flown in 24-26 min, which we felt was still sufficiently short to yield a quasi-stationary, early afternoon BL during the three A/D pairs. Figure 10 shows the total flight track, of which only the vertical zigzag portions were associated with this RxL subexperiment.
There were 12 successful research flights, each of about 4.5-h duration for all subexperiments (see Berg et al. 1997 for the airborne scientist flight logs). In every flight two sets of zigzag measurements of horizontal wind and temperature were collected. After quality controlling the data, there were only 10 flights that were adequate for analysis. As for the synthetic data, mean wind and potential temperature were calculated by averaging wind and temperature within nonoverlapping bins of 2-m depth and assigned to altitudes at the bin centers. The altitude AGL was measured by two radar altimeters. The actual lowest altitudes of the slant A/D legs varied from 6 to 28 m AGL, depending on flight obstructions near the surface.
c. Field results
A subset of results for Lamont, Winfield, and Meeker is shown in Figs. 11-13 . The BLX96 mean wind data exhibit more scatter than temperature over the whole vertical domain (in the SL, the RxL, and the UL). For UL winds less than 3 m s Ϫ1 , the data do not show consistent profile forms. For faster UL winds, the observed Fig. 4 , but for trial E21.
FIG. 8. Wind (M) and potential temperature (th) profiles computed after sorting the raw data into height bins of 2-m depth, and averaging to yield the data points plotted here. Solid lines are the best-fit nonlinear regression of the radix layer curves 1 and 2 to the data points. These best-fit lines are so close to the desired (input) profiles that they cannot be distinguished. profiles showed the expected patterns of slower winds near the surface that smoothly increase until becoming tangent to uniform winds in the mid-ML. For temperature profiles, the data exhibited an RxL merging into a UL and was quite well defined within the UL. Comparing plotted data from all sites, the Lamont track, which was the flattest and smoothest, had slightly less scatter. Based on our analysis of the synthetic data, we expected the BLX96 vertical zigzag flights to reach sufficiently low altitude to yield a robust sample of the profile curvature near the bottom of RxL. However, actual terrain conditions and obstructions near the surface precluded measurement at sufficiently low altitude, for safety reasons. Occasionally at the bottom of some A/D flights we reached altitudes lower than 10 m, but most flights were unable to get that low. Measured RxL characteristics for BLX96 will be discussed in a separate paper.
Other types of difficulties were found in the BLX96 data. For some flights we found that mean values of wind in the RxL were faster than in the UL, due to either baroclinicity or sampling error. Analogous errors of potential temperature being cooler in the RxL than in the UL were also found. This could have been caused by the fact that the lowest point in the A/D legs were, by chance, over a surface feature that did not have a land use near the median of land uses for that track. Compared to mean wind and potential temperature profiles from the synthetic data, the actual values of mean wind have more scatter, while those for temperature have roughly equivalent scatter. Nonetheless, the actual values were sufficiently robust to allow a good analysis, considering that some of the real conditions were far from perfect compared to those of the synthetic cases. As explained previously, in the synthetic cases the conditions were all ideal, including factors such as a flat homogeneous surface; conservation of mass, heat, and momentum within the horizontal and vertical flight distances; stationarity during any one flight leg; and no acceleration or deceleration in virtual aircraft's speed, pitch, and roll. That the real data did not exhibit these idealized traits suggests that more sophisticated synthetic experiments could be developed in the future.
d. Discussion
In the real atmosphere, thermals are distributed somewhat randomly, their diameters vary from several hun- dreds of meters to order 1 or 2 km, and they are not uniform in diameter from bottom to top. For randomly distributed, variable diameter, nonuniform thermals, it was possible that conservation of mass, heat, and momentum was not satisfied within our finite-length flight legs. At the time of the experiment it was also possible that the thermal coverages were less than those assumed; therefore our modified flight pattern might not have been long enough to sample data representatively. Consequently, when we calculated averaged mean values in every bin, the results still contained some scatter, because of the imbalance between the thermal up-and downdrafts and background air. Also, while the actual flight conditions for any one flight leg appeared quasi stationary based on visual examination of the real time series, the amount of nonstationarity remaining was nonetheless important compared to the stationary synthetic data. However, it should be possible to simulate nonstationary MLs by applying a time-varying z i in (9)-(11) before sampling with the virtual aircraft, something worth considering by future investigators.
For the real flights, it was difficult to maintain constant speed, pitch, and roll, especially in the zigzag flight or when avoiding obstacles such as hills, power transmission poles, radio towers, or oil derricks. Though most of the intervals of acceleration, deceleration, and maneuvers have been excluded from our data during quality control, some errors cannot be excluded totally. Sometimes the aircraft temporarily followed locally sloping terrain, as it descended and ascended in valleys or elevated areas. In this kind of flight, though the aircraft was ascending or descending, the radar altitude measurements were not parallel to pressure heights, thereby possibly causing more scatter in the averaged values.
Comparing the real observations of Figs. 11-13 with the synthetic observations of Fig. 9 , the real data exhibit roughly twice as much spread as the synthetic. The main reason is that the empirical relationships in the literature that were used to generate the synthetic data were based on observations either at a fixed point (in the case of tower data), or over a surface that was much more horizontally homogeneous than was actually observed during BLX96. Because the BLX96 field experiment was specifically designed to gather data over heterogeneous surfaces, we should have anticipated larger standard deviations of wind and potential temperature associated both with the random small-medium eddies and with the larger coherent thermal structures.
Conclusions and recommendations
We flew a virtual aircraft through synthetic data to help design a boundary layer field campaign and to help test our data analysis algorithms. Our first synthetic experiments used evenly spaced thermals and did not exhibit the complexity and sampling error that we anticipated in real life. A second set of synthetic experiments included more realistic quasi-random spacing and diameters of thermals, which we used to design the flight patterns of the real field program. Perhaps a lognormal distribution would have been an even better representation of thermal characteristics, and we thus recommend its use in future simulations by other investigators.
When the real field program BLX96 was flown over Oklahoma and Kansas, there were many additional complications beyond those anticipated in our simulations, including a heterogeneous surface and a nonstationary boundary layer. As such complications would probably differ from field experiment to field experiment, it is difficult to make specific recommendations on how to produce more realistic synthetic experiments. In fact, no matter what level of sophistication is included in the generation of synthetic data, there will always be additional unanticipated complications in real life.
Instead, we recommend that a common engineering approach be used. We observe that the published turbulence standard deviations of (7) and (8) and the maximum thermal updraft and downdraft perturbations of (3)-(6) are too small by a factor of roughly 2. If investigators wish to simulate a heterogeneous land use similar to that under our flight tracks in Oklahoma and Kansas, then we recommend that the literature values of standard deviation and the thermal perturbations be multiplied by a factor of 2 before being used to generate synthetic data.
If investigators want a conservative estimate that will likely work for a wider variety of heterogeneous land use, then we recommend that a scaling factor of 3 or 4 be used instead. This should increase the sampling error within the synthetic time series to hopefully be slightly worse than real life. Data analysis algorithms that prove successful with these degraded data would have a greater chance of succeeding with actual data.
From BLX96 we did gain new insight into the workings of the radix layer. These new results will soon be published. So in that sense, while our simulation was far from perfect, it successfully served its purpose by allowing us to design a useful flight track for real life.
In a broader sense perhaps there is more that can be learned, as suggested by one of the paper's referees: ''The authors eventually found that nature tends to confound the simulator of observational data. While the engineering approach . . . is a practical method for solving a particular problem, I would urge the authors and anyone else . . . to consider the inherent value of the process of doing the observation simulations. There may be useful insights gained by comparing simulated observation behavior with that obtained from real data. Ideally, the process of observation simulation should evolve with our improved understanding of atmospheric processes.'' S A N T O S O A N D S T U L L entist, and Larry Berg also served as one of the airborne scientists.
